In this work the question of bounded input-output stability of systems is investigated.
INTRODUCTION
The subject of input-output properties of systems has gained much interest (e.g., [l] ). This work deals with the question of bounded input-output stability of, in general, nonlinear and time-varying systems. The system is modeled in terms of a single-valued operator which operates between a topological vector space of input functions into another topological vector space of output functions. This operator describes the input-output behavior of the system. Several types of input-output stability are commonly considered in the literature. Namely, the so-called Lfl, 1 <p < co, stability (e.g., [I] ). In this work we pursue the question of Lm, or in other words the bounded stability. By this concept it is understood that the operator maps bounded input functions into bounded output functions and is in addition continuous and bounded [2] . In the consideration of stability one distinguishes between two range spaces [2] . The first is the so-called extended range into which the operator is initially assumed to map the domain space. It includes the bounded as well as unbounded or "explosive"
functions. The first requirement from a stable operator is that when the domain is restricted to bounded functions, the actual range space must also be restricted. Hence we have the restricted range space as a subspace of the extended one. Continuity and boundedness of the operator are two additional properties which are required from the stable operator. This assures that small perturbations of the input, due to noise for instance, will not produce large changes of the output.
The stability analysis in the literature is limited to the linear case [3] , and then only for a restricted class of operators, namely, operators possessing an impulse response w(t, T) which is an ordinary and measurable function. In this work the genral linear operator is analyzed and we give necessary and sufficient conditions of its stability in terms of its impulse response, which is now a generalized function. In addition, it is shown that the linear case enjoys a fairly full characterization and that several properties turn out to be equivalent. The nonlinear case is more difficult. Many properties which prove to be equivalent for the linear operator become separate when linearity is relinquished. The foundation of the analysis is the so-called "generalized impulse response" introduced in another work [3] . It allows a time domain representation for nonlinear time-varying operators. The analysis in [3] is limited to (nonlinear) operators mapping the space 5? of infinitely differentiable functions of compact support, into the space V of continuous functions. The adaptation of these results to the framework at hand is carried out in Section 4. Section 2 is devoted mathematical preliminaries and to the formulation of the problem and Section 3 covers the linear case.
MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
We first define the spaces involved and construct the extended range space. Then we consider the dual spaces, namely, the spaces of continuous and linear functionals. Last, the space of continuous, not necessarily linear, functionals and the space of bounded functionals are considered.
Let K be a compact set of R, the set of real numbers. g(K) denotes the space of scalar valued, Bore1 measurable functions on R, whose restrictions to K are bounded. Namely, f(t) is in a(K) if and only if YK(f) == ;'I If(t)1 < co, yK is the norm which we assign to g(K).
Convergence in &J(K) is the usual uniform convergence on K.
A function is said to be locally bounded if its restrictions to every compact set K of R is in g(K). Let gZ denote the space of these functions. 59;1 also includes "exploding" functions but this can occur only at infinity. We treat 9YZ as a projective limit space. Indeed, a family of Banach spaces a'(K) exists, and a family of projections yK from %?L into g(K), which are defined by the above-mentioned restriction. We equip a1 with the projective limit topology, which is the weakest topology for which all projections yK are continuous. This is equivalent to the construction in ar of a family of seminorms yx defined in Eq. (l), where K now traverses all compact sets of R. It turns out that it is sufficient to choose a countable family of compact sets K provided they consist of a covering of R. A sequence (fn} converges in &"l if it converges uniformly on every compact set K. ,9?'I serves as the extended range space for the nonlinear operator. By equipping it with a countable normed topology, rather than a single norm, the necessity to consider functions of infinite norms, which is the case in Zames' work [2] is avoided.
Let 39 denote the subspace of S"l consisting of the uniformly bounded functions on R. Consequently, a functionf(t)
is in g if it is measurable and YB(f) = sup If(t)! c a. trH (2) 99 is equipped with the topology defined by the norm of Eq. (2) and is a Banach space.
An important subspace of .8, is the space VzO of continuous functions on R.
Since any continuous function is measurable and locally bounded, VI' is a subspace of 3l . Likewise V is the space of continuous functions which are uniformly bounded, and thus it is a subspace of 99'. M'e call the above-mentioned topologies initial topologies in order to consider other topologies on the same spaces. These are the weak topologies generated by the respective duals, and are introduced later.
1F.e now explore the duals of the spaces involved. These duals are characterizable in terms of various spaces of set functions. A reference for these matters is [5, Chap. IY] .
9' denotes the dual of 3. Kamely, it is the space of continuous and linear functional on B', where the latter is equipped with its initial topology.
Let p denote a set function defined on the Bore1 field of R such that it is bounded and (finitely) additive. Then there exists an isometric isomorphism between 9J' and the space of these set functions defined by
J%' is equipped with its usual norm topology YB,(F) =: sup I F(f)1 .
By the above isometry we have where i p ) denotes the total variation of p. BQ1', the dual of gl, is a subspace of 9'. It is isomorphic to the space of bounded additive set functions of compact support. A set function p is said to have a compact support if there exists a compact set K such that p = 0 on the , complement of K. W the dual of V, is isomorphic to the space of regular, bounded and additive set functions on R.
In order to simplify notation, we do not distinguish between the functional and the corresponding set function. Hence, we identify the dual spaces with the respective spaces of set functions.
-4n important family of functionals is the family a,, of shifted impulses, defined by <SC, ,.f'> -=f(u).
The shifted impulse functionals are members of all the dual spaces considered above. The corresponding set function is equal to unity for every subset of R which contains a and is zero otherwise. They turn out to be very crucial to this work. Given a space and its dual, weak topologies can be introduced. For instance, 9?' defines a weak topology on 99 by means of the following family of seminorms.
Ydf) = F(f)' . In Section 4 we discuss broader spaces of functionals which include nonlinear functionals as well. They are considered in connection with the nonlinear case.
The operators under consideration map 33 into the extended range space. For the nonlinear operator this is the space 991 . For the linear operator we are able to consider a broader range space, i.e., 9. This is the space of distributions on R. It is the dual of 9, the space of infinitely differentiable testing functions of compact support. The initial topology of 9 is the usual testing function topology. The topology assigned to 9' is the weak topology generated by 2.
We also need the concept of the transpose operator. Let u denote an operator from a topological vector space G into another topological vector space N. Let ,F(G, C) denote the space of functional of G. Assume f~ .9(H, C) and consider the composite operator f 0 U. It is a functional in .P(G, C). Hence an operator ut, from .9(H, C) into .F(G, C), is defined by u"f -TJ f 0 u, fE .F(H, C).
Us is the transpose operator. If its domain of definition is restricted to H', then it is linear regardless of the possible nonlinearity of U, [4] . Its properties for linear operators u are well known (e.g., [6] ). The properties for nonlinear operators are described in [4] . DEFINITION OF STABILITY.
Let u be an operator mapping .SY into .'/A, . u is stable if (1) u(@ c g', ( 2) u is continuous as an operator from CA? into itself for the initial topologies, (3) u is bounded as an operator from S? into itself.
It should be noted that for the continuity requirement we had to specify the topologies involved. This is not necessary for the boundedness in view of Mackey's theorem (e.g. [6] ), according to which the bounded sets are identical for all topologies which are compatible with the duality. In particular this includes the initial and the weak topologies.
We define a bounded operator to be an operator which maps bounded sets of the domain space into bounded sets in the range space. Within the class of bounded operators we can consider a subclass of a stricter sense of boundedness. These are the operators of finite gain [2] . It should be mentioned that in [7] , terminology boundedness is defined in the stricter sense of our finite gain.
DEFINITION.
Let u be a bounded operator from .9 into itself. It is said to have a finite gain G, if
For linear operators boundedness and finite gain are equivalent. This is not the case, however, for nonlinear operators.
INPUT-OUTPUT STABILITY-THE LINEAR CASE
In this section we explore the question of stability for the special case of a linear operator. Fairly general results are established. The characterization of stability is given with the aid of the impulse response representation and the transpose operator. The extended range space can be chosen to be 9'. Boundedness and continuity are equivalent for the linear operator. It is shown that it is sufficient to restrict the range of the operator, which is initially assumed to be continuous from 98 into W, in order to imply the other properties of stability. THEOREM 1. Let u be a linear operator from .B into 9'. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) u is continuous from S? into B' such that its range is contained in 59.
(2) u is boundedfrom B into 97 such that its range is contained in g. (6) u is stable from .9? into itself.
Proof.
The equivalences between (1) and (2) and between (3) and (4) are a standard theorem of functional analysis (e.g., [6, p. 811) . It holds for linear operators and establishes that if the domain space is metrizable, the boundedness of the operator is equivalent to its continuity. Since L% is normed it is metrizable and the equivalence is clear. The equivalence between (3) and (5) is again a standard result of functional analysis, which establishes the equivalence of finite gain and boundedness for linear operators.
That (4) implies (1) is obvious in view of the topologies involved. The relative topology which 9' induces on B in statement (1) is weaker than the initial topology of LJY. The converse is a consequence of the closed graph theorem. A full proof, although in a somewhat different setting, is given in [8] . Statements (3) plus (4) are equivalent to (5) by the definition of stability. This completes the proof.
Discussion. The theorem establishes sufficient conditions for the stability of the operator. First, the extended range space can be chosen to be 9'. It is a very broad space in the sense that it contains most important function spaces of analysis. It is sufficient to restrict the range of the operator into 9? and to assume a weak sense of continuity, where the range is equipped with the relative topology induced by 9. This will imply the other properties of stability, namely, the continuity and boundedness in a stricter sense. As shown below, the nonlinear case is less fortunate. THEOREM 2. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) u is a linear and stable operator from 9 into itself. Proof. The equivalence between (1) and (2) follows from the connection between an operator and its transpose (e.g., [6] ).
(2) =3-(3). If p,, = ulSll then by definition of the transpose we have (2~~6, , f > =: (6,, , uf) = (uf) (a).
The weak boundedness of pcL, follows from the properties of u in statement (1) .
The equivalence of (3), (4), and (5) f 11 o ows from the Banach-Steinhauss boundedness theorem (e.g., [6] ).
Discussion. The theorem gives a characterization of the stable operator in terms of the family p0 of set functions in #. In view of Eq. (IO), pLa can be regarded as the family of responses to the family 6, of shifted impulses. It should be noted that the operator, whose responses to the impulses are taken, is the transpose operator, rather than the operator itself. An impulse response representation to linear and continuous operators which map 9 into the space of continuous functions has been given in [8] . This concept is extended here to operators between spaces of noncontinuous functions.
The family pn is a subset of H. Its properties of weak or strong boundedness and equicontinuity can be uniquely related to corresponding properties of u. The weak boundedness of pn is equivalent to the range restriction of u. The strong boundedness to the boundedness of u, and equicontinuity is equivalent to the continuity of u with respect to the initial topology on the range. These connections do not come to light for the linear operator in view of the equivalence between these three properties of p-n as a subset of #, which follows from the Banach Steinhauss theorem. The situation is different for the nonlinear operator.
I'ouZu's work. Theorem 2 is a generalization of Youla's work [I]. Youla considers operators which are representable by means of a function w(t, T),
It is shown that u is stable, in the sense that it maps bounded input functionsf into bounded output functions uf, if and only if This is a special case of our Theorem 2, statement (4), when the family pa of set functions reduces to a family w(t, T) of L1 functions.
RJWVEN MEIDAN
The time invariant linear operator.
Naturally, the time invariant operator can be treated as a special case. THEOREM 3. Let u be a linear and continuous operator from 93 into 9%'. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) u is time invariant such that u(g) C g. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) f 11 o ows from the preceding theorem. We first show that u is time invariant if and only if ut is time invariant. Indeed, let O, denote the shift operator. Namely, for a function f(t) E B, u,f (t) = f (t -a). For an element in the dual, TV E SY', the shift operator is defined by 14). It establishes the fact that the transpose operator is the same as the operator itself modulo a reflection operation. This explains the reason why one can get along without the transpose operator for the impulse response representation, as expressed in Eq. (15). Also, the smoothness property of these operators should be noted. By the special time dependence of Eq. (16) it follows that the (stable) time invariant linear operator maps continuous functions, into continuous functions. Namely, u(V) C V.
Causali?\*. An operator is called causal if, for any two functions fi , fi in the domain such that fi(t) =f2(t) for t < t, , we have that z& = uf2 for t < t, in the range space. If u is linear, this is equivalent to uf = 0 for t < t, , for every .f such that f(t) = 0 for t < t, . The anticausality of the operator is similarly defined. An operator is said to be memoryless if it is both causal and anticausal.
We have the following obvious characterizations of causality and memorylessness for stable linear operators. 
Generalizations.
Inspection of the theorems and their proofs establishes the fact that the results can be generalized to other domain spaces. The range space has to remain the space of bounded functions. The only requirement from the domain space is that it be barreled, in order for the Banach-Steinhauss theorem to hold. Therefore, domain spaces such as LJ', 0 :< p :< co, %?I'!, m integer, %", etc., are conceivable. The particular domain space used will get its expression, via the family of impulse responses. For every n E R, the impulse response response should be an element of the dual space of the particular domain space.
THE NONLINEAR CASE
As expected, matters become more complicated when the assumption of linearity is relinquished.
Properties which are equivalent for linear operators lose their equivalence in the broader class which also includes nonlinear operators. Similar to the linear case, the investigation of the stability of the nonlinear operators will be assisted by the notions of the transpose operator and the impulse response. However, it is necessary to consider them in a generalized sense in view of the more general setting. An investigation of nonlinear operators in terms of their transpose operators and generalized impulse response representation is carried out in [3] . These general results are adjusted here for the setting under consideration.
Let .9(.9, C) denote the space of all functionals on 8. TT'e provide it by a linear structure where addition and scalar multiplication are defined pointwise. Hence, F(9, C) is a linear vector space, certain subspaces of which we consider.%(.9, C) is the space of continuous and .%?(.629, C) is the space of bounded functionals on g. Since boundedness and continuity are not equivalent for nonlinear operators, these spaces are, in general, different. Their intersection is, of course, nonempty; in particular, it contains g'. As for topologies, we assign the pointwise topology to %'(g, C) and the uniform bounded topology on a(g, C). The pointwise topology on %'(9', C) is generated by the family Ye, f E 2, of seminorms, rm = 1 F(f)1 t FE %(9?, C).
(17)
By this topology, a sequence {Fn> converges to zero in U(J%, C) if the sequence (FJf)> converges to zero in C for every f E g. B(&9, C) is the space of bounded functionals on 98, namely, functionals which are bounded on bounded sets of 9?. Similar to 9r, g(&%', C) can be viewed as a projective limit space, whose projective limit topology is defined by the family yA of seminorms
where ,4 traverses all bounded sets of g'. Consequently, a sequence (F,I] converges in 97(5Y, C) if it converges uniformly on all bounded sets of .59. IV'e call this the uniform bounded or strong topology.
Having dealt with spaces of functionals we consider now the transpose operator. A remarkable fact about ut is its linearity regardless of the nonlinearity of u. THEOREM 6. Let u be an operator from .% into -sL . Its transpose ut is a linear operator .from .F(.B, , C) into F(H, C).
Proof. Let FI , Fz be in 3(BL , C) and 01~ , 01% E C. Consider u' (ol,F, + a,F,) . By the definition of the transpose, [u'(a,F, + a,F,) ] f = (ol,F, + a2F2) (uf),
.f E a9, . By the linear structure of g(,99r , C) we have (@, + &'J (uf) = n$',(uf) + @&f).
By transposing, we obtain G'd~f) + c#duf) = du'F,) (f) + DUFF,) (f ), from which it follows that ut(ol,F, + +F.?) = c+F, + c&F, , which establishes the linearity of ut.
We see that ut is always linear. However, a penalty is paid for the nonlinearity of u. This is manifested in the range space of ut. If, for linear and continuous operators u from .% into g:I , we have that, restricted to .gt', ~'(93~') C 28'. For the nonlinear case we should consider broader spaces of functionals for the image of a2'. These also include nonlinear spaces. In fact, we have a close connection between the properties of continuity or boundedness of the operator and the range of its transpose. For a proof one can adjust the corresponding theorems in [4] . THEOREM 7. Assume u is an operator from 9 into BL .
(1) u is continuous from 93, for its initial topology, into .B1 , for the weak topology, if and onlry if ut(LZ?t') C %'(B', C).
(2) u is bounded if and only if ut(gt') C .!%(S?, C).
Let A denote the linear space spanned by the family 6, of shifted impulse functionals. d is a subspace of gz'. Consider the restriction of ut to A. It is defined by the response of ut to the family 6, . The following theorems establish the unique connection between the operator and F, , the family of the responses of ut to the shifted impulses Sa . It follows that it is sufficient to know ut on A in order to uniquely specify u. (2) u is continuous from a', for the initial topology, into 5J?t , for the weak topology, z#F, E %Y(S?, C) and is locally bounded on compact sets of S?.
(3) u is bounded from S? into Bt for the initial topologies iff F,, E g(g, C) and is locally bounded on bounded sets (i.e., strongly bounded) of 93.
(4) u is continuous from a into Bt for the initial topologies isf F, E '?(a, C) is locally bounded on compact sets of 5B and is locally equicontinuous.
Proof. Statement (1) follows from the preceding theorem plus the observation that uf E B iff sup I Fdf )I < 00, &R which means that F, is bounded for the pointwise topology.
(2) Let (fn} be a sequence converging to f in g. u is continuous in the sense of the theorem iff {ufn} converges weakly in AYz to uf. But a sequence converges weakly in ~8~ iff it is uniformly bounded on every compact set of R and converges pointwise (e.g., [5] p. 269). Now {ufn} converges pointwise iff F, E U(Z%, C) for every a E R. Since we assumed that {fn} is a convergent sequence we have that {fn> u f is a compact set in .GJY. {lffn} possesses the required boundedness iff F,, is locally bounded in compact sets of Z8.
(3) u is a bounded operator iff it maps bounded sets of .g into bounded sets of al . This occurs iff u(A) is bounded on every compact set of R where A are all bounded sets of .!Z?, which is equivalent to saying that F, is locally bounded on bounded sets of $3. In particular it follows from this that F, E ?8(9Y, C) for each a E R.
(4) F, is locally equicontinuous iff for every compact set K of R and E > 0, f,, E 9, there exists a 6 > 0 such that sup If(t) -fu(t)l < f3 iER implies that 2: I Fa(f> -Fdfo)I < 6.
But this is equivalent to saying that u is continuous with respect to the initia1 topologies on the domain and range spaces.
For the linear operator one has that the weak boundedness and equicontinuity of the family of impulse responses were equivalent properties. This is not the case for the nonlinear operator and one has to consider these properties separately. From the preceding discussion we have the following characterization of stable operators.
THEOREM 10. Let u be an operator from .3 into 9Jl . ?I is stable z$fF= , a E R, is a family in %'(~29', C) n 39(99, C) which is both strongly bounded and equicontinuous.
Bounded operators of fkite gain. The operators of finite gain were introduced in Section 2. Let 9?(g, C) denote the subspace of g(9, C) consisting of the bounded functionals of bounded gain. The relative topology which A9(9?, C) induces on 3(99, C) is a norm topology. Let F be in S(98, C). Its norm is defined by its gain.
(21) THEOREM 11. u is an operator of finite gain G, from 28 into itself ilj' F, E 3(.9?, G) and supjlF,/I = G, < co.
(24
ClER
The proof of the theorem is obvious in view of the definition. For an example consider y = x2 as a function from R into itself. Clearly it is bounded but not of finite gain. In order for the function to be of finite gain, its graph should be restricted to a cone whose vertex is at the origin.
The time invariant case. THEOREM 12. Let u be an operator which is continuous from g, for the initial topology, into at , for the weak topology. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) u is time invariant. (2) u is time invariant and continuous from g into itself for the initial topologies.
(3) ut is linear, time invariant, and continuous from L%'~', for the weak topology, into W(B, C), for the point&se topology. Let F,, 6 uf8, . Causality.
The definition of causality was given in the preceding section. Linear operators are causal iff their response to an input function which is zero for -co < t < t, is also zero on this interval. For nonlinear operators this equivalence does not hold. The first difficulty is that, for nonlinear operators, the response to the zero input need not, in general, be zero. This, however, can easily be overcome by introducing a bias term. Namely, if u(0) = h(t), a new unbiased operator u' is defined by (u'f) (t) = (uf) (4 -h(t), which enjoys the property that it has a zero response to the zero input. Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that the operator under consideration is unbiased, or ZIZO (zero input, zero output).
Clearly, the family F, of impulse responses of these operators should be unbiased too.
DEFINITION.
A functional F on .S? is said to vanish on a set A of R if F(vA f) = 0 on 23, where va is the characteristic function of A. THEOREM 13. Let u be an. operator from B into .G@i . It is causal i&f the family F, , a E R, vanishes on the interval (a, co).
Proof. Assume u is causal. For any input function f in ~2 which vanishes on the interval (-co, a) we must have that (uf) (a) = Faf = 0.
